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Part I Question A: 

 During the Tokugawa era (c. 1600-1868) in Japan, society was dominated largely by the 

samurai, the nation’s warrior class. By the mid-to late Tokugawa, however, the power of the samurai 

began to wane compared with other social classes. Largely because of the way the governmental was 

setup at founding of the shogunate, the samurai were largely inhibited from the pre-industrial 

economic expansion experienced by the other classes. The decay of samurai economic dominance in 

turn weakened samurai social dominance, contributing to social upheaval. In his letter to his student, 

the merchant Saitaniya Hachirôbei Naomasu, the low-ranking samurai Tani Tannai demonstrates a 

great deal of the economic suffering of his class. The letter reveals how the samurai were forced by 

tough economic times to mortgage their pride and sacrifice their social authority in order to survive 

– a necessity that certainly inspired great shame and frustration 

 Tani Tannai’s letter shows him admitting a bleak economic situation, which was shared by 

many of his samurai compatriots. Tani, as a low-ranking samurai, suffered to a greater degree than 

samurai of higher classes because his superiors could force him to loan them money, without any 

future repayment (Vaporis 129). He offhandedly mentions these loans with a touch of bitterness, 

saying that he will be in a better situation if “these forced loans cease” (Vaporis 130). Tani’s situation 

is therefore worse than a fixed income, because he forfeits one quarter of his previous salary to his 

lord. While all samurai suffered from the economic change, the burden was inequitably placed on 

the lower-ranking samurai. 
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Tani’s financial solvency seems dependent on some sort of outside intervention. In Tani’s 

previous letter, he had requested that his previous loans be considered interest-free – a request 

which is denied by the merchant (Vaporis 128). This demonstrates the compounding cycle of debt, 

in which interest rates on previous loans being too high to allow repayment, leading to more debt to 

pay for the interest. He feebly hopes his father’s return from Edo will change his situation, though 

he does not seem confident in this outcome. Tani’s own “Edo Duty” and its associated wages, 

however, do offer some respite from his debt (Vaporis 131). This payment is at least enough to keep 

his house from falling into total economic disrepair. Still, however, Tani’s family struggles to make 

ends meet.  

 Tani’s recognition of the desperation of his situation prompts him to suspend his social 

superiority over his student, Saitaniya. In Tokugawa Japan, the merchant class was at the bottom of 

society, subordinated to the samurai first, then to the peasants and artisans (Vaporis 129). These last 

two classes were seen as at least contributing some value to society though production, which could 

not be said of the merchant class. Despite the samurai dominated hierarchy, Tani is forced to grovel 

at the feet of his student. He promises that his father “will call upon [Saitaniya] to pay his respects” 

(Vaporis 129). The head of samurai clan honoring a merchant seems quite a reversal of social roles. 

Furthermore, Tani is described as being the Confucian tutor of Saitaniya (Vaporis 128). 

Confucianism stresses the important of various hierarchical relationships and the necessity of 

respecting those hierarchies for social order. Tani, set above his student both by his social class and 

by his status as the merchant’s teacher, is nonetheless forced into the subordinate position to his 

student. It is clear that he is entirely at Saitaniya’s mercy, given that his request to restructure his 

loans was previously denied (Vaporis 128). 

 The samurai, once the mighty warlords of Tokugawa Japan, were brought low by the 

changing economy. Their comfortable economic position compromised, poor samurai like Tani 
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Tannai were forced to act in ways entirely uncharacteristic of their dignified class in order to meet 

basic expenses. From his letter, Tani’s personal dissatisfaction with his situation cannot be directly 

gleamed, but it can be inferred from the hierarchical and honor-based culture of the shogunate. For 

him to sacrifice his social superiority to an individual of so much lesser merit must have inspired 

great bitterness – a bitterness that fueled a great deal of the samurai class in the late Tokugawa 

period. 

WC: 690 words 
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Part II: 

In 1868 Japan, samurai overthrew the long-reigning Tokugawa shogunate that had 

dominated the nation for nearly 250 years and reemphasized the role of the emperor. This seems an 

odd action for warriors to take – to overthrow a government that put warriors in a position of 

political dominance. The irony of the situation points to the discrepancy between the idealized image 

of the samurai’s role and the less-glamorous conditions that characterized their everyday lives. By 

the time of the shogunate’s end, the samurai’s status as the elites in society had largely been 

compromised. The reason for this shift is not necessarily a decline in the fortunes of these 

aristocrats, but their inability to keep up with the far faster-growing conditions of the other classes 

of Japanese society. The static structure of the shogunate allowed the subordinated classes to 

prosper while the samurai stagnated – creating the conditions for the eventual downfall of the 

shogunate. 

Precautions taken by the early military leaders of Japan inadvertently harmed the samurai 

class later on. The Tokugawa shogunate took power at the beginning of the 17th century, after Japan 

had been divided into regional powers during the so-called warring states period. With the nation 

eventually united, it was advantageous to keep a close eye on the now-pacified samurai. They were 

“removed from most of the countryside and concentrated in castle-towns to give the lord (daimyo) 

security against his vassals” (“Pre-modern economic growth” 145). This decision, which remained in 

effect for centuries, reduced the power of the samurai to take advantage of later economic 

innovations taking place in the countryside. Further stunting samurai economic growth was the 

insistence that they do not take part in other forms of trade. Not all samurai could gain direct roles 

in government, and those that could not were haunted by the “taboo on business” (“Merit” 158). 

The insistence on appearing noble and above common trades may have been socially advantageous 

in the short run, but proved economically disastrous in the long term.  
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While the samurai spent time in castle towns, rural peasants began several centuries of 

powerful economic expansion. Initially, this growth involved bringing new land under cultivation to 

increase production. Once the unclaimed arable land became depleted, however, increased 

productivity became the driving force behind expansion of agricultural production. Technology was 

a major factor in the growth of agricultural yields. Fertilizers became better and more efficient with 

time, beginning with sardines in the 17th century, and later expanding to “cakes of rapeseed, sesame 

seed, cotton seed, [and] human excrement” (Lecture: Transformations in Agriculture 2/24/15). The 

use of fertilizer, coupled with new tools and “mouse-trap innovations,” allowed agricultural 

production to expand rapidly throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (“Pre-modern 

economic growth” 149). Also helpful were the “spate of books encourage efficient use of land and 

labor,” such as Miyazaki Antei’s General Treatise on Agriculture (“Pre-modern economic growth” 128; 

Lecture: Transformations in Agriculture 2/24/15). All these factors together meant that rural areas 

were able to product far more food than they had in previous centuries, allowing for a higher 

standard of living and greater wealth. 

In addition to increase rice production, farmers also found other ways to supplement their 

incomes. One way they did this was by planting cash crops in conjunction with rice, often in the off-

season. These crops included cotton, which was used to make textiles, and other luxury resources 

like indigo, tobacco, mulberry, and hemp (Lecture: Transformations in Agriculture 2/24/15). The 

creation of textiles was just one of the “by-employments” that came to make up a “major part of 

[peasants’] livings” (“Pre-modern economic growth” 139). These were the types of activities always 

performed at home by peasants that allowed them to increase their economic prosperity even more, 

on top of the growing production of food. 

The booming countryside came at the expense of economies of the castle-towns. Much of 

the commercialization of agriculture took place in the countryside precisely because it offered more 
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favorable market conditions. Peasants in rural areas enjoyed “greater freedom from taxation and 

guild restrictions” (“Pre-modern economic growth” 144). The logistics of any early modern society 

made it much harder to enforce governmental regulations and collect taxes from rural areas than 

from cities, which created a much more prosperous country market. It is likely that these 

troublesome regulations prompted many enterprising merchants to wholly ignore the castle towns, 

and trade with country places instead (“Pre-modern economic growth” 140). Naturally, this proved 

disastrous for the citizens of the towns, which noted high degrees of depopulation during the 

Tokugawa period (“Pre-modern economic growth” 132). 

Being confined to the castle-towns, the samurai were among those unable to keep up 

economically with the countryside. With the samurai absent from their lands, they had to grant 

authority over local government and its agricultural production to the villages, which benefited from 

the booming production. Samurai incomes remained largely fixed throughout the 18th century, and 

amounted to quite the burden for the shogunate. It was eventually necessary to cut payments to 

samurai, or force them to loan money to their lords without any expectation of repayment (“Pre-

modern economic growth” 154). Unable to take part in business ventures and confined to shrinking 

castle-towns, the samurai could not use the wave of economic prosperity to their advantage. Low-

ranking samurai, in particular, were hard-hit, and had their “loyalty to the lord [turned] into anger” 

(155). This resentment surely contributed to the eventual overthrow of the Tokugawa Shogunate.  

 The organization of the Tokugawa shogunate ultimately proved disastrous for its ruling 

class, the samurai. They were the agents of government and were therefore responsible for the 

enforcement of its policies and regulations. Business fled from their castle-towns to the freer 

markets of the countryside, where the economy grew through land expansion and technological 

innovation. This growth excluded the urban samurai. It is no wonder that this class eventually 

revolted after watching its privileges slowly wither away over the 17th and 18th centuries, especially 
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compared with the prosperity of the country peasants. Still, it is worth remembering that the social 

upheaval caused by the commercialization of agriculture came with a surge in the standard of living 

for the common people, leaving a mixed legacy on Japanese history. 

WC: 1027 

 

Note: I cited multiple articles by Thomas C. Smith (“Merit as in ideology in the Tokugawa Period” 

and “Pre-modern Economic Growth: Japan and the West.”) To avoid ambiguity, I edited the format 

of these parenthetical citations. 

 


